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Fragrances For Him

11. 
Boss Bottled Duo EDT (50ml x 2)

Treat him to this BOSS Bottled gift set, the perfect choice for the confident man focused on realizing his ambitions.
Designed with the modern man in mind, BOSS Bottled Eau de Toilette combines elegance and style in a confident, contemporary fragrance.
Fresh and fruity top notes reveal a spicy-floral heart that dries down to a vibrant, masculine harmony of sandalwood, cedar and vetiver.
This set contains: - 2 x 50ml BOSS Bottled Eau de Toilette

US$ 94

12. 
Travel Retail Exclusive Miniature Set

A giftable set of BOSS fragrance miniatures, for him.
This set contains:
1 x 10ml BOSS Bottled Eau de Toilette
1 x 10ml BOSS Bottled  Eau de Parfum
1 x 10ml BOSS Bottled Infinite Eau de Parfum
1 x 10ml BOSS The Scent Eau de Toilette

US$ 58



13.  
CK One EDT (100ml x 2)

CK one is a naturally clean, pure, and contemporary fragrance with a refreshingly new point of view. This light, relaxed scent is meant to be used 
lavishly. CK one Eau de Toilette can literally be splashed all over the body. It is an intimate fragrance, one that you need to be near to smell.

US$ 60
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14. 
Hugo Man Duo EDT (75ml x 2) 

An optimistic fragrance for a liberated soul, HUGO Man is 
presented in a sleek, modern flask with a strapped-on cap, 
designed for men on the move. This set contains: - 75ml HUGO 
Man Eau de Toilette - 75ml HUGO Man Eau de Toilette.

US$ 67
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15. 
Artisan EDT Spray 75ml

John Varvatos Artisan embodies the lost art of craftsmanship with 
a modern edge. The distinctly masculine flask is housed in a hand-
woven, rich caramel coloured rattan with signature intricacies that 
mark a one-of-a-kind creation.

US$ 60

16. 
Miniature Set (15ml x 3)

This set features three ready-for-travel John Varvatos favorite fragrances for men with the modern sophistication & refinement of the John Varvatos fashion collection. 
Match your mood with scents ranging from woody to citrus. John Varvatos Heritage Spicy and Woody with a hint of sweetness, Amber fragrance with Medjool Date, 
spicy heart of Coriander and Black Leather. John Varvatos Artisan Woody Floral Citrus with fresh notes of zesty Mandarin, Ginger and Belambre. John Varvatos Vintage  
Aromatic Chypre scent with warm, spicy notes of quince, patchouli and tobacco leaf. 

US$ 56

John Varvatos Artisan embodies the lost art of craftsmanship with 
a modern edge. The distinctly masculine flask is housed in a hand-
woven, rich caramel coloured rattan with signature intricacies that 
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